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Introduction
This paper is part of a suite of new AS and A level qualification and as such it is the
first time it has been examined. This unit sits alongside 8EL0/01 as the other examined
component at AS level. This paper encourages candidates to use a range of literary and
linguistic terms to consider how and why meanings are created in literary texts.
Section A involves close exploration of an extract from the candidates' chosen anchor text
and to use this as a starting point to analyse how the issues highlighted in the extract
resonate throughout the rest of the text. Candidates are also asked to consider the impact
of contextual factors on how the writers have shaped their texts.
Section B asks candidates to explore a thematic question on their other studied text and
again consider how contextual factors have influenced the construction and content of the
text.
One of the main differences from the legacy specification is the amount of time candidates
have to complete each question (45 minutes). Another notable difference is the range
of texts that centres have to choose from has dramatically increased to 28, across four
themes. This has allowed centres to tailor the unit to the needs of their candidates and
centre. It has been pleasing to see that candidates and centres have engaged well with this
level of choice and have largely responded to the paper with enthusiasm.
As the unit is co-teachable there is a different emphasis by a lot of centres in the delivery
of this paper in comparison with the legacy specification as the texts will be re-examined at
A level, if a candidate chooses to extend their study. In some centres, there might not have
been provision in the planning of the AS course to fully explore both texts as this may be an
area that is planned to be developed in the second year of study.
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Question 1
The Great Gatsby was by far the most popular text option on the paper and drew marks
from across the whole range of levels. On the whole, candidates engaged well with the
question and demonstrated a solid understanding of the text. Higher level responses
successfully employed a lang/lit framework in their answers and followed these concepts
through the novel as a whole. Candidates tended to be able to indentify word classes and
metaphors/symbols successfully but were less able to confidently discuss why they were
used or the impact on the reader. At times, candidates had a tendency to feature spot which
meant that more pertinent points were overlooked and with a broad understanding being
demonstrated.
A large number of candidates that focused on class divisions and new/old money scored
in the lower to upper middle levels and spent some time describing and applying these
concepts, whereas stronger candidates saw this framework as one of many that could be
applied and evaluated. In general, there were some quite strong responses that were let
down by a lack of engagement with AO2.
Stronger responses used the extract as a springboard to successfully range across the
novel to discuss characterisation and themes. Lower level responses reflected on central
issues, such as colour imagery, but did not fully develop their discussion on the relevance
of these aspects through the novel. Due to this, a lot of responses became narrative when
considering the wider novel.
In terms of context, there was a good level of understanding of the American Dream, the
Jazz Age, class differences and prohibition. The most successful candidates integrated the
relevance of these issues into their analysis of the extract whereas less successful answers
tended to 'bolt' this on to either the beginning or the end of their response.

4
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This is an extract from a response that achieved Level 5 for Question 1.
It is a fluent response that integrates analysis, the wider novel and evidence well. It
addresses the bullet points in the mark scheme as well as in the question.
Application of terms is accurate, despite the fact that a fuller range could have been utilised.
The candidate demonstrates confidence is applying lang/lit frameworks and is able to
integrate them into effective analysis.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has selected material well and has enhanced
their discussion by integrating comments on how the
impressions the reader receives are effected by Fitzgerald's
method of narration. Another successful technique employed
here is the gathering of evidence to make a strong and clear
point which demonstrates an ability to consider overall impact
of the extract and how it links to the wider novel.

Examiner Tip

Integration of AO1 and AO2 is particularly strong in
this response. Always ensure that quotes have a term
attached to them and that the relevance of each quote
is explored.
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Question 2
The majority of candidates analysed the extract to some degree and were able to comment
on the description of the physical items and signifiers of wealth that surrounded Miss
Havisham, although this was mainly at word/lexical field level. Most candidates also
developed comments on the level of decay in Dickens' description and how Pip responds
to it. More successful answers ranged across the whole extract and discussed how Dickens
utilised dialogue to develop characterisation. Candidates were also mainly able to discuss
the relative status of Pip and Miss Havisham and the influence this had on the encounter.
Quotation was used to greater effect in these responses with the use on the whole of
shorter, more embedded quotation.
There were some very interesting discussion on the wider novel and context that focused
on Dickens' social commentary in higher level responses. However, when discussing the
wider novel, many candidates' responses became descriptive and focused on encounters
involving Miss Havisham/her general character rather than the significance of her character
to the novel as a whole. The majority of candidates were able to make relevant reference to
context even if they weren't integrated into the answer/directly responding to the question.
Some candidates spent time discussing 'have-a-sham' which often prevents them from
developing more relevant comments. Although some candidates focused their answer on
Estella and Pip, the majority understood how important Miss Havisham was to establishing
the gothic genre of the novel and showing attitude to women and the poor. Some of the
stronger candidates spoke about Miss Havisham’s links with Pip, Estella and Magwitch and
how the author keeps the theory of Miss Havisham giving Pip his ‘great expectations’.

8
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This response to Great Expectations achieved a mark at the lower level of band 5. This
candidate demonstrated a very strong understanding of the extract, wider novel and
contextual factors. The response crept into band 5 for its analysis and range of terms from
across the framework. It was limited in places by deviating from a focus on the question at
times, although this was slight, and a tendency to focus on contextual factors rather than
the extract. These two extracts show strengths and areas for development.
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Examiner Comments

Both of these extracts demonstrate a good understanding of
all aspects of the question and the extract/wider novel. There
is a strong attempt to use a range of terms and this is done
effectively to achieve strongly for AO1. Context is integrated
into both elements of this response which discriminates this
from lower level responses. However, AO2 is the area where
this response could be enhanced. There is some discussion on
the use of the features highlighted but this could be developed
to look in greater depth and the lexical choices and how this is
used to develop characters.

Examiner Tip

Clip 1: Always explain the effect of a term/language
use on the reader. Clearly establish why the author has
chosen to employ this technique in their writing.
Clip 2: Use context to support a point you are making
about the extract/wider novel. Integrating context into
your analysis demonstrates an understanding of the
impact of external factors on language use.
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Question 3
Generally, candidates responded well to this question and were able to extract a variety
of interesting points from the extract. There was a high level of understanding about how
George's persona was constructed and the issues Isherwood intended to discuss. Many
candidates were able to successfully discuss the use of imagery to present George as a
monster and more able candidates went on to consider how this was influenced through
George's projection of attitudes onto those around him. Most candidates were also able to
contrast on the list of monstrous terms used and the contrast with 'little me'. Zoomorphism
was often commented on in relation to 'growls' which was handled well in the majority of
cases. There was also a range of interesting and developed points on 'queer' as this allowed
an opportunity to explore contextual issues.
Candidates generally went on to select a range of relevant material from the wider novel
and linked it to the creation of George's fragmented persona and the irony in the novel's
title. George's interactions with Charlie dominated this aspect of the question with other
responses bringing in George's encounter with Doris and the developing relationship with
Kenny. On the whole, attempts were made to analyse the language in these links rather
than becoming a plot summary.
Context was largely handled well as there were clear areas to explore in terms of attitudes
to homosexuality at the time the text was published, alongside political issues and George's
status as an alien. Interesting discussions arose through the consideration of Mrs Strunk,
tolerance and psychology. Other interesting responses utilised George's lecture on minorities
to explore issues highlighted in the extract. Candidates were less successful when they
focused on Isherwood's personal life and his relationship with Don Bachardy. Biographical
details of Isherwood's life clearly have some bearing on the text as there are many parallels
with his own life however, making these the focus of a contextual exploration of the text
often limited candidates' responses.

12
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Question 4
Due to the nature of the extract, responses to this question attempted to use both linguistic
and literary terms in their responses and used an integrated approach in their analysis.
Candidates were quite successful in establishing wider links across the novel that focused
on the symbolism of the 'dying dance' and often drew on Tess and Angel's first encounter to
discuss fate and foreshadowing. There were some interesting discussions of Hardy's use of
musical tropes in higher level responses.
Key contextual factors were commented on in the majority of cases and a lot was made of
Tess being a 'pure woman' and Victorian ideals. In the main, context was mainly discussed
in relation to the wider novel and where the extract is placed within it. This approach tended
to be self limiting as it often meant the second bullet point became a summation of Tess'
encounters with Angel, and often Alec, in the rest of the novel rather than analysing the
impact of this encounter.
This response achieved mid level 4 and is representative of answers at that level. It explores
the extract in some level of detail and applied a literary and linguistic framework as part of
the response. It acknowledges typical traits of Hardy's style and how the central characters
are used to highlight key issues.
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Examiner Comments

This answer begins very strongly and uses a range of terms
and approaches when analysing the extract. There is a strong
understanding of the way characters and relationships are
presented within the novel and how this is done both in the
extract and the wider novel. This answers becomes more
literary as it progresses and although it extracts relevant
material for discussion the use of relevant terms diminishes.
A greater level of consistency across this answer could have
elevated it to level 5.

14
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Examiner Tip

Avoid being descriptive. Plan your
answers so that you know exactly
what points you want to make and
what aspects of quotations you
want to analyse.

Question 5
Contextual knowledge was a real strength in the responses to this question. Many
candidates had really engaged with the idea of the early 20th Century as a time of social
change and were able to comment on the contrasts between the conventional “Victorian”
characters and the modern “Edwardian” characters. There was also some insightful
exploration in stronger responses of the role of women and the changing types of
relationship between men and women at that time.
The extract inspired close textual analysis that often drew on both literary and linguistic
concepts. There were some confident explorations of symbolism, imagery, dialogue and
narrative voice in particular.
Stronger responses made some effective links between this chapter and scenes from other
parts of the novel: the comparisons between Lucy and Cecil’s kiss with those between Lucy
and George were often very well done, with detailed discussion of the nature imagery of
water and flowers. Other “intimate episodes” between Lucy and George in Florence at the
beginning and the end of the novel also provided useful comparisons.
This answer was judged as being on the border between levels 4 and 5 and is typical of
responses on the borderline of these two levels. It begins confidently and consistently
demonstrates an excellent understanding of the novel and the extract that is the focus of
the question. AO2 is the area that needs the most development in order to firmly place it
into level 5 as points are often well selected but not fully developed.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate integrates context throughout the
response demonstrating a strong awareness of
Forster's technique of aligning characters with
particular contemporary schools of thought. The
candidate also is keen to offer interpretations
rather than stating each point as fact. There is a
wide range of pertinent points put forward in this
response however one thing that restricts it from
entering level 5 is that not all of these points are
fully developed. A more technical approach would
have benefitted this candidate.

18

Examiner Tip

Think about why the author has chosen
to present features of character/plot in
particular ways. You need to show an
awareness of the writer's craft.
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Question 6
This question elicited a good range of responses and candidates demonstrated an integrated
literary and linguistic approach. This ranged from imagery concerning the supernatural and
religion to discussions on sentence moods. Stronger responses were able to discuss the
novel's place as a Gothic text.
Candidates should be commended on their knowledge of the text as this clearly came
through in their responses; there was a great sense of understanding concerning Cathy's
conflict. However, candidates often discussed the wider novel in general terms rather than
exploring specific instances in detail. Many candidates compared Linton to Heathcliff which
often overstretched candidates in the time they were given and took them away from being
focused on the question.
Discussion of contextual factors had varying degrees of success. Those candidates who
focused primarily on Bronte's life struggled to find the relevancy to the question and the
extract, whereas comments about class and social hierarchy were discussed with some
insight. Other candidates chose to focus on Heathcliff as the 'other' and the contrasts Bronte
created. Many candidates did not reference Victorian society explicitly and this could have
enhanced their contextual discussions.
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This response to Wuthering Heights was viewed to just fall into level 5. Particular strengths
are the ways it is able to draw upon a wide range of elements from the extract and link
them to the novel as a whole. The analysis of Nelly as narrator demonstrates an awareness
of how well a reader can trust what they are being told and indicates a critical reader.

20
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Examiner Comments

One area that this answer could be developed is by exploring
why techniques have been used in greater detail. There is a
good consideration of what has been used and the impact on
the reader but there is room for development to ensure the
points are fully explored.

Examiner Tip

Use a range of language and literary terms across your
response. When you are annotating the extract, check
that you have got a range of relevant points and that
you are not reliant on a limited range of terms.
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Question 7
On the whole, candidates engaged strongly with this question and were able to extract
relevant points for discussion. Successful answers ranged across the extract and there was
a clear sense of how Rhys had created a sense of unease. The most successful responses
explored the language in great depth and how the symbolism within it resonated across the
novel. Most candidates successfully explored the symbolism of the flowers being crushed
and Rochester's influence over Antoinette and the significance of changing her name.
Higher level responses considered Rochester's response to Mr Mason's room where he feels
safer and included interesting analysis of the mirroring between the two male characters.
Responses ranged across different levels, lower level responses mainly looked at how
Rochester was uncomfortable in the physical environment.
The majority of candidates were able to discuss how the extract foreshadows the difficulties
in Rochester and Antoinette's marriage and linked Antoinette's unease in England to
Rochester's here. Many candidates discussed Rochester's infidelity as a difficulty within the
marriage. Successful answers referenced the patriarchal/colonialist aspect of the novel as
well as the concept of 'otherness' and how this was presented by Rhys. Other interesting
points referred to the tripartite nature of the novel and the shift in narrative perspective.
In some cases, more development of wider links/contexts would have been a benefit to the
candidate.
This is a short extract from a response on Wide Sargasso Sea that achieved level 5.

26
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Examiner Comments

This extract demonstrates how the candidate successfully
highlighted short quotations to show how language features
work in conjunction to create an impression on the reader. The
point then progresses to a consideration of context and how the
financial and social circumstances of the character are explored
by Rhys to demonstrate discomfort.

Examiner Tip

Combine points/quotes together to make your
argument stronger. This will demonstrate a strong
understanding of the overall impact of the extract you
are being asked to consider.
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This response also scored in level 5 and has achieved this through addressing the three
bullet points in the question. There is a lack of consistency at times with this response, as
it occasionally slips into being a literary consideration/attempts to discuss several points
at once, but there is a strong appreciation of the writer's craft in the extract and how this
resonates throughout the text as a whole.

28
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

There is a range of well selected points
here but the response would have
benefited from them being fully teased out
and elaborated on.

Don't try to do too much at once. Make
sure you have said all you want to about a
point before moving on to the next one even if the points clearly link.
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Question 8
Candidates engaged well with the extract and were able to discuss the language used by
Stoker. At times this deviated from a focus on the supernatural and as such limited some
candidates' responses. Imagery and phonology dominated the responses for this question.
The majority of responses gave an extended consideration of the wolf and the associated
dynamic verbs with some discussing this as a manifestation of Dracula. A lot of responses
focused on gender and vulnerability which lead to them being successful; some expanded
upon this to extend their discussion and consider how Stoker utilised Mina to contrast with
Lucy and her mother. The most successful scripts began to evaluate characters and their
vulnerabilities to outside forces that drew in points about wider contexts and Victorian
sensibilities and anxieties.
This question provided some insightful responses when discussing social and historical
context. Many candidates were able to make relevant links to issues of immigration,
industrialisation, social change, science and the role of religion in the late Victorian age, as
well as discussing the novel as a Gothic text.
This response is an example of a strong level 5 response to the question on Dracula. It is a
detailed and comprehensive response and clearly selects quotations to make well articulated
points. The candidate employs a literary and linguistic framework throughout the response
which is one of the reasons why it scores so highly.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate shows a clear engagement with the question
and is able to integrate aspects of the wider novel as well as
context into their response. There is a strong sense of how
Stoker uses language to create an atmosphere in the extract
and the significance of the references he makes. Material is
selected from across the extract with terms used in conjunction
to strengthen the points that are being made.

Examiner Tip

Use quotations to support your argument rather than
the other way around - this way you should remain
focused on answering the question.
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Question 9
This question had the largest amount of responses with over 50% of candidates answering
this question. Answers ranged across all levels available, with the most successful
candidates clearly engaging with the question. Other indicators of high level responses were
those that integrated all elements of the question in their responses, consistently analysed
language and had a clear structure.
Candidates writing on Othello incorporated an interesting range of contextual points on
race and gender in the period. Some of the strongest responses considered how important
reputation was and then looked at how this made men vulnerable to influence as a result
of trying to guard their reputation. Women being influenced by their dominant husbands
was also a common focus, particularly with regards to Desdemona and Emilia’s influence.
Some of the best answers considered the change that takes place in Desdemona and
Emilia as they also draw influence from one another and form a sisterhood of sorts. A lot
of candidates systematically worked through Othello, Brabantio, Desdemona and Emilia.
At lower levels, answers tended to be descriptive with confusion about when the play was
written.
Quotations were frequently used to support points, although the level of analysis varied
considerably and was frequently inconsistent. A greater understanding of how to write an
analytical essay in the time frame would have enhanced a range of responses. Stronger
responses referred to dramatic techniques employed in the play and the characters as
constructs. Some candidates included a lot of critics’ opinions which, although demonstrated
research, did not tend to be used well. Animal imagery and dramatic irony were features
that recurred but they often were not used to link directly to the question.
The Whitsun Weddings was another popular choice. As with other collections of poetry,
there was a tendency for candidates to answer on the poems as though they were short
texts rather than viewing them as poems. This resonated in a general lack of literary terms
being utilised in responses. A sense of the poems being a collection was often missing
with candidates tending to write three mini responses rather than present an integrated
response to the question. Contextual points tended to focus on Larkin's life, which was used
to varying degrees of success. Poems which elicited the more successful responses were
'Love Songs in Age', 'The Whitsun Weddings' and 'Faith Healing'. 'Mr Bleaney' and 'Dockery
and Son' were also popular choices, however, candidates often struggled to demonstrate
the relevance of these poems to the question. The more stronger responses discussed the
poems as social commentary and the subtleties of influence.
There were a small amount of responses on The Wife of Bath. At times these candidates
struggled to apply the question to the text, although there were some interesting responses
from candidates who had clearly engaged with the text. With this text there was a tendency
to paraphrase quotations rather than be consistently analytical. Contextual points focused in
the main on the role of women.
Responses to The Bone People were small in number but candidates clearly knew the
text well. Responses tended to be quite strong, although at times candidates struggled to
harness the wealth of material in the text into a structured answer. Contextual discussions
were strong as was the selection of relevant material from the text.
There were some interesting responses on Great Expectations with the relationships
between Havisham/Pip or Pip/Estella being the most common points for discussion. Stronger
responses included the minor characters in their discussions. Context was generally handled
quite well for this text.
Responses to A Raisin in the Sun ranged across the different levels of achievement. In
the main, candidates were able to draw upon relevant contextual factors to enhance their
answer. Candidates were able to draw upon a range of incidents from the play in their
discussions, most frequent were Beneatha's quest for education and the ideals represented
by her suitors and Walter's dream of becoming independent. The more successful candidates
analysed language in their responses and focused on selected points of the play.
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Less successful candidates tended towards a summary of how each character is influenced
which meant their responses often lacked depth. Many candidates had a very strong
knowledge of AAVE, however this was not always well utilised as points tended to have
tenuous links to the question.
The response on Othello achieved level 5 and presented an argument that demonstrated a
thorough knowledge of the play and the contextual issues that are central to the question.
The candidate was able to draw on material from across the play to discuss the influence of
a range of characters and for differing motivations. Although the response was very strong
it could have been enhanced further by tying their comments more consistently to the
question.
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Examiner Comments

Points are developed to include terminology and relevant
contextual factors.

Examiner Tip

Use evidence from across the text you have studied to
support your points.
Ensure that you are consistently using literary and
linguistic terms throughout your answer.
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This is a response on The Whitsun Weddings that achieved a high level 4. This response is
mainly literary and it is the lack of an integrated approach which prevented it for moving
into level 5. The answer engages strongly with the question and demonstrates a strong
understanding of the collection and Larkin's intentions.
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Examiner Comments

The lack of an integrated approach restricts the candidate in
this response.

Examiner Tip

Make it clear that you are discussing a particular
literary form: poetry, drama, short story or novel. An
examiner will expect you to be able to comment on
genre specific features employed by the writers in your
answer.
Make sure that you separate the persona and
writer in your answer - even if the texts are largely
autobiographical.
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Question 10
Responses ranged across different levels, however, there were a lot of candidates who
did not fully engage with the question. Rather than focus on how attitudes to the past
influenced love and loss, candidates often responded on love and loss as general concepts.
This was self-limiting as candidates often did not tailor their response to suit the needs of
the question.
Candidates responded to a variety of texts for this question with all text options being
chosen.
Responses on Tess of the D'Urbervilles were generally strong with the text eliciting
interesting discussions that responded to the question in depth and using material from
across the text.
Much Ado About Nothing was a popular choice with some interesting discussions developing
from a consideration of Don John and Don Pedro's relationship. The relationship between
Benedick and Beatrice also elicited some interesting points. These areas allowed candidates
to discuss relevant contextual points of cuckoldry and inheritance/illegitimacy however, in
general, contextual discussion were not strong for this text. Less successful responses to
this question had a tendency to be descriptive and stray away from the question.
The balloon accident proved to be a suitable starting point for discussion of the past in
Enduring Love. More successful candidates discussed Clarissa's relationship with children
and how this impacts upon her relationship with Joe. Other successful candidates discussed
how Joe and Clarissa's previous patterns of behaviour lead to complications following the
accident. Less successful answers focused on the balloon accident as an incident in the past
rather than how it influences attitudes to love and loss. Generally, context could have been
more successfully integrated into responses for this text.
There was a considerable range of responses on Plath's poetry. In some instances, the
selection of material hindered the candidate as they struggled to link it to the question. More
confidence with the selection of material would have benefitted a lot of candidates. 'Daddy'
was a popular choice and featured in a lot of responses; 'Morning Song', 'Edge' and 'Little
Fugue' were also frequently used. Less successful choices included 'Tulips' and 'Face Lift'.
Biographical contextual information had a tendency to dominate responses with a lot of time
dedicated to Plath's life. There was a tendency for the writer and the persona/speaker in
the poem to be classed as one entity which lead to the focus on Plath's life rather than the
poetry. A greater focus on both literary and linguistic devices would benefit candidates as
would an appreciation of the text as a collection of poetry.
As with Plath's poetry, there was a general lack of discussion of poetic form in relation to
Metaphysical poetry. Context tended to focus on speculative biographical details and how
this affected their writing.
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Question 11
The majority of responses for this question responded using The Bloody Chamber and
achieved a range of grades. Candidates tended to focus well on the question and were in
the main able to draw upon relevant supporting material. At times, context dominated the
responses but the link to the question was not always clear. Higher level responses were
judicious in their selection of material and teased out similarities and differences across the
collection and were consistently analytical with lower level responses describing elements
that were strange or supernatural.
There was a small number of responses on Hamlet with some higher level responses. Most
candidates were able to connect with the question and explore it using suitable material
across the play. The majority of candidates focused on the supernatural elements, in
particular the appearances of the ghost, while Hamlet's pretence at madness and the
gravedigger scene could have been discussed in terms of elements that are strange.
With the Romantic Poetry collection, candidates also focused on supernatural rather than
strange. The Rime of the Ancient Mariner dominated responses with many candidates
just discussing this poem in their answers. There were some interesting discussions on
Wordsworth's poetry but at times candidates lost sight of the question and wrote responses
to the poems in general. Context was mainly focused on biographical details and laudanum/
opium use. The Romantic genre itself was often not discussed in great depth.
Overall with this question, candidates seemed to struggle embedding a linguistic and literary
framework in their responses.
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Question 12
There was a mixed range of responses to this question. Lower level responses mainly
sprang from candidates interpreting the question as being about 'crossing boundaries' rather
than 'transitions' which meant analysis often had little relevance to the question. Attempts
were made by candidates to analyse language although there were a significant amount of
responses that were mainly descriptive.
Some candidates chose to respond to one of the anchor, more for Dracula than Wide
Sargasso Sea. The most successful answers on Wide Sargasso Sea considered Antoinette's
transition from sanity to madness and how this mirrored the characterisation of her mother.
Some interesting answers also considered minor characters such as Amelie and Mr Luttrell
which added depth to their arguments. Some candidates made good use of the context of
the Emancipation Act, exploring how the Creole society was undergoing a major transition
which then impacted Antoinette and her family. Responses on Dracula tended to focus
on Lucy's transitions throughout the novel with a lot of responses focusing on 'crossing
boundaries'.
Responses on Oleanna generally identified the transitions within the play and higher level
responses engaged with the text as drama. Candidates who employed a chronological
discussion of the play often limited themselves by slipping into a plot summary, while those
who dealt with characters or specific transitions in an essay structure were more successful.
The best responses on Twelfth Night often considered Duke Orsino's transition from
performative to real lover and looked at his language in this way. The less successful
answers relied on plot narration and looked at boundaries rather than transitions. Context
mainly focused on gender roles and actors at the time. Candidates did demonstrate a solid
knowledge of the play but were often restricted by losing focus on the question.
There were some strong responses on Rosetti and these tended to be ones that selected the
most relevant material from the collection. Candidates who chose to write on only one poem
were typically self-limiting as there was often not enough material to sustain a full response
and answers became an analysis of the poem (these were often of good quality) rather than
a response to the question set. Goblin Market, Maude Clare and Cousin Kate were popular
choices. There were some very interesting responses that incorporated the 'death' poems,
such as Remember, which were developed into subtle explorations of the transitions between
this world and the next and how that can be uncomfortable in Rossetti's poetry.
Responses on North typically utilised context well and were able to draw on an appropriate
range of poems to support their answer. Responses ranged across the levels and there were
attempts to integrate both literary and linguistic techniques. Answers could be enhanced by
a consideration of the form and structure of Heaney's work.
It was on this question that comparative responses were seen - this style of response really
restricted the candidates as there was an abundance of material that could not be credited
and the drive to compare texts often meant that points on the relevant text were superficial.
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This is an extract from a Q12 response that responds on Oleanna by Mamet. It was on
the border between levels 4 and 5 with a score of 20. Although this is only an extract, it
demonstrates the candidate's skills in crafting and sustaining an argument whilst analysing
the language used by Mamet. By establishing a line of debate, this candidate avoids
becoming descriptive or summarising the key transitions in the play. A greater consideration
of the play as a performance could have enhanced this response.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has used quotations from across the dialogue to
show how the feature being discussed is indicative of Mamet's
characterisation.

Examiner Tip

Plan your answer so that you have clear arguments
with carefully chosen supporting textual evidence.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

ensure they are responding fully to all bullet points in each question – this is most
notable in Section A responses where the passage and/or the wider novel was
considered but few responses managed to successfully integrate careful analysis of the
extract, how this links to the wider novel and relevant contextual factors.

•

ensure they are responding fully to the question set – Although the questions for
Section B will always link to the overriding theme this will not be the question itself. As
seen in particular on Q10 and Q12, candidates had a tendency to respond to 'Love and
Loss' or 'Crossing Boundaries' rather than the question they were asked. As such this
limited their responses as it did not show full engagement with the question. This was
also a concern, to a lesser extent, for Section A where there was a tendency to take a
narrative/descriptive approach for the second bullet point in the question rather than
continue to analyse the wider text. Many candidates restricted their responses by using
stock phrases that failed to link to the question and drew them away from the question
they were asked to respond to. Other candidates tried to rework the question into being
something they were more comfortable with but at the detriment of their mark.

•

integrate contextual factors into their responses – the more successful candidates
were able to discuss context as part of their analysis which demonstrated that they
were aware of the influence of context on the actual content of the text. Often when
candidates 'bolted on' contextual information at the start or end of a response it had
little relevance to the question and as such did not enhance the quality of the response.
Responses that relied heavily on biographical details of the writer limited the relevance
of context in their discussions as it often obscured more pertinent points that could have
been made.

•

demonstrate confidence in extracting material from the wider text – this is an issue
across both sections of the paper where candidates limited their responses by not being
able to draw on relevant/specific aspects of the text to support their discussions. With
some of the larger novels, there was a tendency to summarise the novel rather than
select specific events/examples and analyse them in relation to the question. With the
poetry responses, it was noted that some candidates selected quite unusual examples to
support their arguments or only wrote on one poem - the stronger responses were able
to confidently select material from across the whole collection to ensure relevancy to the
question being set.

•

used an integrated literary and linguistic analysis – this was an issue for the majority
of candidates; frequently candidates were only able to look at a text from either
a literary or linguistic point of view with few candidates integrating both into their
response. The range of linguistic terms was quite narrow and focused mainly on word
level identification, sentence moods and listing whereas the literary terms were mainly
anaphora, similes, metaphors and symbols. Some candidates who went beyond this
often ended up 'feature spotting' and were unable to fully develop the relevance of the
features they identified. Candidates and centres are also asked to encourage responses
to consider the genres of poetry and drama are part of their response; quite often a
poem would be analysed with little/no reference to poetic form.
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•

use the time appropriately and plan their responses – the timings of the paper are
significantly different from the past AS specification and often Section B responses were
hindered by candidates running out of time. Centres are advised to spend more time
supporting candidates in how to manage their answers in this time frame. It was also
noticeable that there was a general lack of planning. Although this could have been
done on the source booklet it was apparent in the structure of candidates' responses. It
appears that the confines of time led to candidates launching into their response which
created several issues - most noticeable were a lack of engagement with the question
or responses that drifted after the initial paragraphs. Time spent planning could have
improved a number of responses as it would have allowed candidates to stay focused on
the task at hand and allow them to comment on appropriate material.

•

adhere to the rubric of the paper/specification – in a few instances candidates responded
to a question that did not correlate to their chosen theme, e.g. responded to Great
Expectations on the Crossing Boundaries question in Section B. In such instances
candidates were penalised due to them not following the rubric and guidance of the
exam paper. Candidates must answer the questions that relate specifically to their
chosen texts. Another issue, which again was quite small in scale, was that in Section B
candidates responded to the question using both of their studied texts. These candidates
restricted their grade as it meant a lot of the material they wrote was not relevant to
the question as one of the texts had already been examined in Section A. Although
this could be due to looking ahead to examination at A level, centres must ensure they
are preparing candidates adequately for the paper that is being sat. Centres are also
reminded that candidates cannot respond to both sections of the paper using the same
text. Although it is permissible that candidates study both of the anchor texts - they
must be utilised appropriately.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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